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Abstract 
Xu, X.. Classical R-matrices for v’ertcx operator algebras, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 
85 (1993) 2033218. 
We introduce classical R-matrices for a vertex operator algebra. Such R-matrices are analogues 
of classical R-matrices for Lie algebras. Moreover. we find an interesting sufficient condition for 
a matrix to be an R-matrix, which we call the ‘modified classical Yang-Baxter equation for 
vertex operator algebras’, and we prove a factorization theorem for an R-matrix satisfying such 
an equation, as in the cast of Lie algebras. 
1. Introduction 
The method of classical R-matrices for Lie algebras appeared in Skylanin’s 
works [lo, 111 as a by-product of the quantum inverse-scattering method. The 
structures of certain R-matrices were essentially studied much earlier by Michaelis 
[S], who introduced Lie coalgebras. In fact, every unitary R-matrix satisfying the 
‘(constant) classical Yang-Baxter equation’ gives a structure of Lie coalgebra 
(e.g. see [12]). Semenov-Tyan-Shanskii [9] established a connection between the 
R-matrices satisfying the so called ‘modified Yang-Baxter equation’ and the 
Riemann-problem method, which is one of most effective tools for integrating 
non-linear equations. Such a connection is a generalization of the well-known 
Kostant-Adler procedure. Recently Taft [12] studied the Lie bialgebraic structure 
associated with the Witt and Virasoro algebras. In [14], we introduced an 
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analogue of the classical Yang-Baxter equation for a general algebraic structure, 
and found several ways to construct solutions with poles for our equation. 
Vertex algebras were introduced by Borcherds [3], and the theory of the closely 
related ‘vertex operator algebras’ was developed by Frenkel, Lepowsky and 
Meurman [5, 61 in connection with the moonshine representation of the Monster 
group-the largest finite simple sporadic group. ‘Conformal field theory’ was 
formalized by Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov [2]. Conformal field 
theories are classical solutions of the string equations of motion. Vertex operator 
algebras are fundamental algebraic structures whose representation theory ac- 
counts for many, if not all, deep phenomena related to conformal field theory. 
Frenkel, Huang and Lepowsky [4] gave axiomatic approaches to vertex operator 
algebras and modules. A vertex operator algebra is, in some sense, an analogue 
of a Lie algebra. In this paper, we introduce and study R-matrices for a vertex 
operator algebra. It is known (e.g., see [6, 131) that the ‘weight-l’ subspace of a 
vertex operator algebra constructed from a positive definite even lattice forms a 
Lie algebra. The restriction of a homogeneous R-matrix to the ‘weight-l’ sub- 
space is an R-matrix for this Lie algebra. In this sense, an R-matrix for a vertex 
operator algebra is a natural generalization of that for a Lie algebra. We also 
believe that our work could be useful in finding the connection between vertex 
operator algebras and integrable systems. 
Let us recall some basic definitions. The following definition of a classical 
R-matrix was given by Semenov-Tyan-Shanskii [9]. Let % be a Lie algebra. A 
linear map R E End % is called a classical R-matrix if the bracket on 9 given by 
[x, ylR = [R(x), ~1 + Ix. R(Y)] for X,Y E 9 (1.1) 
is a Lie bracket. One sufficient condition for R to be an R-matrix is the following 
modified Yang- Baxter equation : 
[R(x). R(Y)] - R[x, ~1,~ = -Lx, yl for x,y E 3 . (1.2) 
Semenov-Tyan-Shanskii [9] gave a ‘factorization theorem’ for an R-matrix satisfy- 
ing the above equation. The ‘unitary’ solutions of the above equations for 
finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras were classified by Belavin and Drinfel’d [ 11. 
In this paper, we always assume that all vector spaces are over C-the field of 
complex numbers. A (generalized) vertex operator algebra, being considered in 
this paper, is a H-graded vector space (graded by weights), 
v= G3 V(,,, , for u E VC,z, n = wt u , (1.3) IlEt 
equipped with a vertex operator map Y(., z) : V+ (End V)[(z, L’]], 
u H Y(u, z) = c u,,z -‘I- ’ (where u,, E End V) (1.4) 
IIEL 
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such that for any u,u E V, 
U,,U = 0 for n sufficiently large (1.5) 
and the Jacobi identity holds: 
where all variables are formal and commute with each other, 6(z) = x,rSH 2” and 
whenever (2, - 2,)“’ for m E .Z appears, it is understood to be the binomial 
expansion in nonnegative powers of 2,; there are two distinguished homogeneous 
vectors 1 (the vacuum) and w (the Virasoro element) in V such that 
Y(1, z) = Id, , Y(u, 211 EV[[zll 1 
(1.7) 
iii, Y(u, z)l = u (the creation property) 
and 
L(z) = Y(w, z) = c L(n)zmnm2. 
,IEL 
(1.8) 
the Virasoro algebra relations hold: 
[L(m), L(n)] = (m - n)L(m + n) + &(m’- m)6,,+..,,(rank V) (1.9) 
with (rank V) E @, m,n E Z; 
$ Y(u, 2) = Y(L(-l)u, 2) ) L(O)u = (wt u)u ) (1.10) 
for homogeneous u. This completes the definition. Note that the definition of a 
vertex operator algebra used in this paper is slightly more general than that given 
in [6]. 
Let (V, Y, 1, co) be a (generalized) vertex operator algebra. A linear map 
R E End V is called an R-matrix for the vertex operator algebra V if the operator 
defined by 
YR(u, z) = Y(R(u), z) + Y(u, z)R for u E V (1.11) 
satisfies the Jacobi identity (1.6) and 
[L(-1), R] = 0. (1.12) 
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We find two sufficient conditions for an R satisfying (1.12) to be an R-matrix. The 
one we focus on in this paper is 
Y(R(u), z)R - RY,<(u, z) = - Y(u, z) for u E V , (1.13) 
which is an analogue of the equation (1.2), and we call it the ‘modified 
Yang-Baxter equation’ for a vertex operator algebra. If V is a vertex operator 
algebra constructed from a positive definite even lattice and R is a homogeneous 
matrix satisfying (1.13), then the restriction of R to the weight-l subspace of V 
satisfies (1.2). Thus one can view (1.13) as a natural generalization of (1.2) in this 
sense. We also prove a factorization theorem for an R-matrix satisfying (1.13). 
Then we give an example of constructing solutions of (1.13). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study some basic properties 
of the operator map Y,(., z) and find two sufficient conditions of R-matrices. In 
Section 3. we prove the factorization theorem and give an example. 
2. Properties of Y,( -, z) and Yang-Baxter equations 
Let (V, Y, 1, w) be a (generalized) vertex operator algebra defined as above 
and let R E End V. We define Y, as in (1.11). 
Proposition 2.1. The following skew-symmetry for YR is true: 
YR(u, z)u = e”-‘m” YR(U, -z)u for LI,u E v . (2.1) 
Proof. It is well-known that the following skew-symmetry holds (cf. [4]): 
Y(u, z)u = e *‘-(-‘)Y(u, -2)~ for u,u E V (2.2) 
Now we have 
y,<(u, z)u = Y(R(u), z)u + Y(u, z)R(u) 
= ezLcp’)Y(u, -z)R(u) + ezL(-“Y(R(u), -z)u 
= e”.(-“(Y(u, -z)R + Y(R(u), -2))~ 
= eZL-(-‘)Yli(u, -z)u . 0 
Remark 2.2. In the case of Lie algebras, the skew symmetry of [., .I, is trivially 
true. One can view the above proposition as a generalization of this fact. 
Proposition 2.3. Let R E End V. The equations 
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& Y,(u, 2) = Y,(L(-1) u, 2) = [L(-1), YR(U, z)] for all u E v 
(2.3) 
hold if und only if [ L(- l), R] = 0. 
Proof. The following equation is from (2.3.1) in [4]: 
[L(-l), Y(w, z)] = Y(L(-l)w, 2) for w E V . (2.4) 
Then the conclusion follows from the following equations and the creation 
property (cf. ( 1.7)): 
& YR(U, 2) = -& Y(R(u), 2) + & Y(u, Z)R 
= Y(L(-l)R(u), 2) + Y(L(-l)U, Z)R 
= Y,JL(-l)u, 2) + Y([L(-1), RI& 2) 1 P-5) 
[U-l), Y,<(U. z)l
= L(-l)Y(R(u), z) + L(-l)Y(U, Z)R 
- Y(R(u), z)L(-1) - Y(U. z)RL(-1) 
= [L(-l), Y(R(u), z)] + [L(-l), Y(U, z)]R + Y(U, z)[L(-l), R] 
= Y(L(-l)R(u), 2) + Y(L(-l)U, Z)R + Y(U, z)[L(-1), R] 
= Y,(L(-1)~ z) + Y([L(-I), R]u, z) + Y(u, z)[L(-1), R] 0 
(2.6) 
The above result is our motivation for defining an R-matrix to have property 
(1.12). Another important property of a vertex operator algebra is 
[L(O), Y(u, z)] = Y(L(O)u, z) + zY(L(-l)u, 2) for z4 E V (2.7) 
(cf. [41). 
Proposition 2.4. The equation 
[L(O), Y,<(z4, z)] = YJL(O)U, z) + zY,(L(-l)U, 2) for U E v (2.8) 
is equivalent to 
zY([L(-I), R[U, z) + Y([L(O), R]u, z) + Y(u, z)[L(O), R] = 0 




= [L(O), Y(R(u), z) + Y(u, z)R] 
=[L(O). Y(R(u), z)] + [L(O), Y(u, z)]R + Y(u. Z)[L(O), RI 
= Y(L(O)R(u), z) + zY(L(-l)R(u), z) + Y(u, z)[L(O), R] 
+ (Y(L(O)u. z)R + zY(L(-l)u, z))R 
= Y,(L(O)u, z) + zYR(L(-1)~ z) + zY([L(-l), R]u, z) 
+ Y([L(O), R]u, z) + Y(u, z)[L(O), R]. 0 (2.10) 
If [L(O), R] = 0. then we say that R is homogeneous. Note that an homoge- 
neous R-matrix satisfies (2.8). 
Next we try to find the conditions for Y,(., z) to satisfy the Jacobi identity 
(1.6). 
Y(R(u)> z:!>Y(R(u), 2 ) 
[Y(R(u), z,>Y(u, z2)R + Y(u, z,)RY(R(u), ~2) 
+ Y(u, z,)RY(u, z2)R) - z,,‘S (Y(R(u), zz)Y(u, z,)R 
+ Y(u, z,)RY(u, z,)R + Y(u, z,)RY(R(u), z,)] (2.11) 
and 
Y,((Y(R(zO> z,,) + Vu, z,,W)u> -4 
= r,Ip _Il)) ~ [Y(RY(R(u), z,,)u, z2) + Y(Y(R(u), z,,>u, z?)R 
+ (RY(z(, &(u), z2) + Y(Y(u, z,JR(u), z2)R] (2.12) 
Set 
Y~(w, z) = Y(R(w), z)R - RY,(w, z) for w E V . (2.13) 
Now by (1.6), we have 
- z,;’ s(y) Y(R(u), zz)Y(R(u). z,> 
and 
z$y) Y(R(u), z,)Y(u, zz)R 
Y(u, 22) Y(R(u), z,)R 
Y(Y(R(u), z,,)u, z2)R 
Z,$J$) Y(w z,>Y(R(u), z2)R 
- z,;1s(y) Y(R(u), q)Y(u, z,)R 
Y(Y(u, q,)R(u), zz)R. 
Therefore, 
(2.11) - (2.12) 
_;is(~~ Y(YXu, z,,)u, z??) 
Y(U> z,)YXu,z,) 
+ z,y9(“-‘) vu, z2)Y;(u, z,) (2.17) 
Hence if Yi(., z) -0, then Y,(., z) satisfies the Jacobi identity. Furthermore, if 
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identity. If we replace R by -R, then the above condition is Yi(., z) = 
- Y(., 2). 
Theorem 2.5. Let R E End V satisfy (1.12). Then each of the following conditions 
is suficient for R to be an R-matrix: 
(1) Y(R(u), z)R = RY,(u, z) , for u E V , (2.18) 
(2) Y(R(u), z)R - RY,(u, z) = - Y(u, z) , for u E V . 0 (2.19) 
We call (2.18) the constant classical Yang-Baxter equation for the vertex 
operator algebra V, and we call (2.19) the modified classical Yang-Baxter 
equation for the vertex operator algebra V. 
Remark 2.6. Suppose that V is a vertex operator algebra constructed from a 
positive definite even lattice. Let V(,) be the weight-l subspace of V. Then V, , , is a 
Lie algebra with the Lie bracket defined by 
[u, ul= U(P for U,U E V(1) , (2.20) 
where Y(u, z) = C,,~L~,zz~“-’ (cf. Section 8.9 of [6]). Assume that R is an 
R-matrix for V and is homogeneous. Taking the residues of zo, z, and z, in (2.17) 
=O, we get 
u,,((R(u)h, ~NR(u)),, - Ru,,R) - u,,((R(u)h,R - R(Wu)),, - Ru,,R) 
= ((R(u)),,R - R(R(u)),, - RG% (2.21) 
for u,u E V(,,. Letting the above equation act on w E VC,) and using (2.20), we get 
[u> ([R(u), R(w)1 - R([R(u), WI + [u> R(w)l))l 
- [u ([R(u), R(w)1 - N[R(uL WI + [UT Ww>l>>l 
= [([R(u), R(u)1 - R([R(u), ul+ [u, R(u)l)), ~1 3 (2.22) 
which is the necessary and sufficient condition for R to be an R-matrix for the Lie 
algebra VC,, (see Proposition 4 in [9]). Therefore, R is an R-matrix for the Lie 
algebra VC ,). Furthermore, letting (2.18) act on u E V(,, and taking the residue of 
2, we get 
[R(u), R(u)] = R[R(u), u]+ R[u, R(u)], (2.23) 
which is equivalent to the ‘(constant) classical Yang-Baxter equation’ for the Lie 
algebra if R is ‘unitary’ (cf. [9, 141). Similarly, restricted on V(,,, (2.19) becomes 
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[R(u), R(u)] - R([R(u), ul + [w R(u)]) = -[u, ul for u,u E Vc,, , 
(2.24) 
which is the modified Yang-Baxter equation for the Lie algebra Vc,, (see (1.2)). 
In the sense of the above facts, an R-matrix for a vertex operator algebra is a 
natural generalization of an R-matrix for a Lie algebra. 
Definition 2.7. A weak vertex operator algebra (cf. [3]) is a C-linear space V 
equipped with a ‘weak vertex operator map’ Y(., z), V+ (End V)[[z- ‘, z]] satis- 
fying (1.4)-( 1.6); there exists a D E End V such that 
[D, Y(u, z)] = Y(D(u), z> = & Y(u, z) (2.25) 
for U,U E V. For each u E V, we call Y(u, z) the weak vertex operator associated 
with ~1. We may denote the weak vertex operator algebra by (V, Y, 0). A 
subspace v, C V is called a weak vertex operator subalgebra if 
DV,,C V,, and Y(u, z)u E 1/,[[z, z-‘I] for u,u E V,, (2.26) 
Furthermore, if 
Y(u, z)u E l$[[z, z-‘I] for u E V, u E V,, , (2.27) 
then we call V,, a weak vertex operator ideal. 
Let (V, , Y, , D, ) and (V,, Y7, Dl) be weak vertex operator algebras. A linear 
map (T : V, + V, is called a weak vertex operator algebra homomorphism if 
CD, = D,a, Y?(c(u), z)a(u) = c[ Y,(u, z)u] for u,u E V, . 
(2.28) 
If u is invertible, we call it a weak vertex operator isomorphism. Moreover, when 
v,=vz, Y,=Y, and D, = D,, we call cr a weak vertex operator algebra auto- 
morphism. 
Remark 2.8. (1) By (2.25), 
eioY(u, - 
we can prove the skew-symmetry Y(u, z)u = 
z)u for a weak vertex operator algebra just as the proof of (2.2) in [4]. 
(2) If (K Y, 1, ) o IS a vertex operator algebra, then (V, Y, L(- 1)) is a weak 
vertex operator algebra. Any vertex operator algebra homomorphism defined in 
[4] is a weak vertex operator algebra homomorphism. 
(3) The Lie bracket of a Lie algebra is defined by the skew symmetry and 
Jacobi identity. This is our motivation for defining a weak vertex operator 
algebra. 
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(4) If we drop the assumption of the Virasoro element w and the related 
axioms (1.8)-(1.10) in the definition of a vertex operator algebra, then we get a 
vertex algebra as defined by Borcherds [3], except for the formulation of the 
Jacobi identity. A vertex algebra V is a weak vertex operator algebra if one 
defines D E End V by 
D(u) = CL-~(~) for u E I/, (2.29) 
where Y(u, z) = zIlth u,,z~‘~-‘. There are many evident examples of weak vertex 
operator algebras which are not vertex algebras. We will give one of such 
examples in next section. Therefore, the category of weak vertex operator 
algebras is larger than the category of vertex algebras. 
Proposition 2.9. Let (V, Y, 1, 0) be a vertex operator algebra. If R is an R-matrix 
satisfying (2.18) or (2.19) and (T is a weak vertex operator automorphism, then 
CTR -’ is also an R-matrix. 
Proof. It is trivial that [CRC-‘, L(-l)] = 0. Moreover, 
Y WR<C I(U, z) = Y(aRa/(u), z) + Y(u, z)aRa+ 
= aY(R(a+(u)), z)C’ + crY(F’(u), z)R& 
= aY,(Cl(u), z>a-’ (2.30) 
and 
Y(aRa-‘(u), z)aRa? = cY(R(C’(u)), z)R6’ (2.31) 
Thus 
Y” <,R,, -I(U, 2) = ayycr-‘(u), z)F’ (2.32) 
Now if 
Yi(w, z) = hY(w, z) for some A E @ and any u E V , (2.33) 
then we have 
Y:,<,+(u, z) = haY(F’(u), z)(T? = hY(u, 2). 0 (2.34) 
The following proposition is obtained directly from (2.18): 
Proposition 2.10. If R is an R-matrix of a vertex operator algebra (V, Y, 1, w) 
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satisfying the constant classical Yang-Baxter equation (2.18), then (R(V), Y,, 
L(-I)) is a weak vertex operator subalgebra of (V, YR, L(-1)) and R is a weak 
vertex operator homomorphism from (V, Y, L(-1)) to (R(V), Y,, L(-1)). 0 
3. Factorization theorem 
Let (V. Y, 1, w) be a vertex operator algebra and let R be an R-matrix of V 
satisfying the modified classical Yang-Baxter equation (2.19). Set 
V, = (R 2 l)(V), Vk = Ker(R i 1) . (3.1) 
Lemma 3.1. (1) (V,, Y, L(-1)) are weak vertex operator subalgebras. 
(2) The maps R ‘_ 1 are weak verrex operator algebra homomorphisms from 
(V, YR, L(-I)) to (V?, Y, L(-1)) 
(3) The subspaces 2’, are weak vertex operator ideals of (V, Y,, L(- 1)) and 
v, ^I VW7. 
Proof. By (2.19), we have 
RYR(u, z) 2 Y,(u, z) = Y(R(u), z)R + Y(u, z) 
* (Y(R(u), z) + Y(u, z)R) , (3.2) 
which is equivalent to 
(R t 1) YK(u, z) = Y((R t l)u, z)(R +- 1) (3.3) 
for u E V. Now conclusions follow directly from the above equation. 0 
Lemma 3.2. The subspaces Y, are weak vertex operator ideals of (V,, Y, L(-1)). 
Proof. Let u E %,. Then (R 3 l)(u) = 0. H ence R(u) = +u. Thus (R 2 l)(u) = 
+-2~. This implies that u E Vt. Moreover, for any u E V, 
(R i l)Y((R ? l)u, z)u 
= RY(R(u), z)u - Y(u, z)u T Y(R(u), z)u 2 RY(u, z)u 
= RY(R(u), z)u - Y(u, z)u - Y(R(u), z)R(u) + RY(u, z)R(u) 
= (RY,(u, z) - Y(R(u), z)R - Y(u, z)]u 
= 0 (by (2.19)). (3.4) 
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This means that Y((R 5 l)u, z)u E %^,[[z, ~~‘11. Furthermore, L(-l)?“? C v’, 
since [L(-1), R] = 0. 0 
Let ‘-’ : Vi -+ V,/‘F, be the canonical map. For any U,U E V,, define 
L(-l)U= L(-1)u ) Y(U,z)V= c u,,uzmnm' (3.5) 
,IEE 
Lemma 3.3. (1) (V_/vz, F, L(-1)) are weak vertex operator algebras. 
(2) The map 
B((R+l)u)=(R-1)U SoruEV (3.6) 
is a weak vertex operator algebra isomorphism from (V+l?“_, Y, L(-1)) to 
(VP/??, Y, L(-1)). 
Proof. (1) This follows directly from Lemma 3.2. Let us prove (2). First, 0 is well 
defined. In fact, for any u E V+, we have u = (R + l)(u)/2 and 
fI(R + 1)~ + u) = (R ~ l)(u + u/2) = (R - 1)~ , (3.7) 
because (R - 1)~ = 0 by (3.1). If (R - 1)~ = 0 for some u E V. then (R - l)(u) E 
V_. By (3.1), 
O=(R+l)(R-l)(u)=(R-l)((R+l)u). (3.8) 
Thus (R + 1)~ E cl”+. That is, (R + 1)~ = 0. Thus 8 is injective. By definition, 0 is 
surjective. So 19 is invertible. Now for any U,U E V. 
0(&1)(R + 1)~) 
= H(L(-l)(R + 1)~) = 8((R + l)L(-1)n) 
= (R ~ l)L(-1)~ = L(-l)(R - 1)~ 
= I?-l)(R - 1)~ = &l)H((R + 1)~) 
and 
(3.9) 
6( Y((R + 1)~. z)(R + 1)~) 
= e(Y((R + l)m, z)(R + 1)~) 
= H[ Y(Ru, z)Ru + Y(Ru, z)u + Y(u, z)Ru + Y(L~, z)u] 
= 0[RY,(u, z)u + Y[<(u, z)u] (by (2.19)) 
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= B[(R + 1) Y/J& z)u] 
= (R - l)Y,(U, 2)u 
= RY,(u, z)u - YR(U, z) 
= [ Y(Ru, z)Ru + Y(u, z)u - Y(Ru, z)u - Y(u, z)Ru]- (by (2.19)) 
= Y((R - l)u, z)(R - 1)~ 
= Y((R - l)u, z)(R - 1)~ . (3.10) 
Thus we prove (2). 0 
The map 13 defined in (3.6) is called the Cayley transform of the operator R. 
Remark 3.4. Let (VI, Y, , DI) and (V,, Y2, D2) be weak vertex operator algebras. 
We can prove that (V, @ V,, Y, @ YZ, D, @ D2) is also a weak vertex operator 
algebra. 
Define v : I/+ V+ @V_ by 
V(U) = ((R + l)u, (R - 1)~) for u E V (3.11) 
and r:V+@V_+Vby 
4u+, u_)=u -u_ + foranyu+EV+,u-EV. (3.12) 
Our factorization theorem consists of the following two parts, which we call 
Factorization Theorem A and Factorization Theorem B, respectively: 
Theorem 3.5. (Factorization Theorem A) (1) The map v is arz injective weak vertex 
operator homomorphism from (V. Yx, L(-1)) to (V+@V_, Y@ Y, L(-l)@ 
L(-1)) and 
4v> = {(u+ 1 u_)EV+@V_ ~0(u,)=xc}. (3.13) 
(2) Every element u E V can be uniquely written as u = u, - u_ such that 
(u+ > u-) E v(V). 
Proof. (1) This follows directly from Lemmas 3.1-3.3. Now for any u E V, 
u = (R + l)(u/2) - (R - l)u/2) 
and ((R + l)(u/2), (R - l)(u/2)) E Y(V). (3.14) 
If u=u+-u_ with (u,, u_) E v(V), then there exists a w E V such that u, = 
216 x. XL4 
(R + l)(w) and u_ = (R - 1)~. Note that 
w= (R+l)w-(R-1)w u+-u_ u 
2 =-=2. o 2 
(3.15) 
Theorem 3.6. (Factorization Theorem B) Let (V, Y, 1, LO) be a vertex operator 
algebra and let (V,, Y, L(-1)) and (V, Y, L(-1)) be two weak vertex operator 
subalgebras. Let p be a 
L(-l)@ L(-1)). 
(1) Suppose that every 
weak vertex operator subalgebra of (V+ @V_, Y @ Y, 
vector u E V can be uniquely expressed in the form 
with (u,, u_) E ?. (3.16) Ll= u, -u 
Define R E End V by 
R(u) = u, + u f or u=u+ -uEV,(u+,u)EI/. (3.17) 
Then R satisfies the modified Yang-Baxter equation (2.19). 
(2) Suppose, in addition, that there are weak vertex operator ideals v* C V, and 
a weak vertex operator isomorphism 0 : V+l7f+ + V_/‘K such that 
Then 
F= {(u,, u_)EV+cE3V_ p(u,)=u-}. (3.18) 
V,=(R*l)(V), Y_ = Ker(R 3 1) (3.19) 
and 0 is the Cayley transform of the operator R. 
Proof. First for any I* E V, we have 
RL(-l)(u) = RL(-l)(u+ - u) 
= R(L(-l)(u+) - L(-l)(u)) 
= L(-l)(u+) + L(-l)(u_) 
= L(-l)(u+ + u) = L(-l)R(u) . 
Next for any u,u E V, 
(3.20) 
Y/J& z)u = Y(u+ - u_, z)(u+ + u_) + Y(u+ + a-3 z>(u+ - u-1 
= Y(u+, z)u+ + Y(u+, z)u_ - Y(L, z)u+ - vu-, z)u- 
+ Y(u+, z)u+ - Y(u+, z)u- + Y(K, z)u+ - vu-> z)u- 
= 2(Y(u+, z)u+ - Y(u_, z)u-). (3.21) 
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Thus 
Y(Ru, z)Ru - RY,(u, z>u 
= Y(u+ + u_, z)(u+ + u-) - R(2Y(u+, z)u+ - 2Y(u-3 z>u-> 
= Y(u+, z)u+ + Y(u+, z)u_ + Y(u_, z)u+ 
+ Y(u-, z)u_ - 2Y(u+, z)u+ - 2Y(u- > z)u- 
= -(Y(u+, z)u+ - Y(u+, z)u- - Y(u-, z)u+ + Y(u-7 z)u 
= - Y(u, z)u . (3.22) 
This proves (1). 
Next we prove (2). For any u E V, 
(R k l)(u) = (u+ + u_) * (u, - u-) = 2u+ . _ (3.23) 
Thus (R i- l)(V) C V,. On the other hand, for any u E V,, there exists a u E VT 
such that 0’(U) = 6. Let w =(ku i u)/2. Then u = (R? l)(w). Thus V, C 
(R 5 l)(V). So V, = (R t 1)V. 
Now by (3.13), 
(Ker(R - l), 0), (0, Ker(R + 1)) C ?. (3.24) 
Thus B’(Ker(R 3 1)) =0 by (3.18). Hence Ker(R T l)C vk, since 0 is an 
isomorphism. Symmetrically, we can prove that 7fz C Ker(R 3 1). So ‘Fk = 
Ker(R 3 1). Since expression (3.16) is unique, 0 coincides with the one defined in 
(3.6). 0 
Corollary 3.7. If V, and V, are weak vertex operator subalgebras of V and 
V= V, CD V,, then the operator R defined by 
R(u) = u, - u, foru=u,+u,EV, u,EV, (3.25) 
satisfies the modified Yang-Baxter equation (2.19). 0 
Example. Let r be a torsion free abelian group. Suppose that r = r_ U (0) U r+ 
is a disjoint union and r+ ,r_ are closed under the addition. Assume that (V, Y, 1, 
W) is a vertex operator algebra satisfying 
for any LY,~ E r. Then 
(3.26) 
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are weak vertex operator subalgebras and V= V, CD VI. Note that V, is a weak 
vertex operator algebra but not a vertex algebra. The example of such a V is a 
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